All-in-One
New build and retrofit
ready for one solution
to a meet range of
applications.

SMART
STARTS
HERE
ONE MORE THING.
TO ORDER, JUST MAKE ONE CALL.

Universal mounting
hole pattern works
with the Primex
mounting systems
and a broad range
of accessories for
easy component
installation.

Why not start now?
Contact us at:
www.primex.com
The 15” internal height provides room for all your
components while maintaining a small footprint.

1 877 881 7875
Free-Standing
(Brownfield)

Mounts onwall, in-wall or
freestanding
for ease of
installation.

Brownfield or greenfield, the new
WiFi transparent PR1500 Allfield
Media Distribution Enclosure
does it all.

We’ve Got
You Covered
Patent-pending
self-aligning and
closing Smart Lid
provides clean and
easy, aestheticallypleasing installation.

With us, you get one rep and only one rep
who will always handle your account. One
call. To one person. For one consistent
standard of excellence. Smart.

Install Faster

Compact, Yet Robust

Any Application
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WiFi Transparent
Allows wireless
signals to pass
through more
easily than metal
enclosures so your
customers stay
connected and off the
tech support line.

VERGE

15” internal height
and adjustable depth
lid provides ample
room to mount multiplay and smart home
components.

Whether it’s a new build or a retrofit, the PR1500 has
you covered, easily adapting to your requirements.

Smart
Starts Here

PR1500

Perfect Fit

One Enclosure, All Fields

WIFI
TRANSPARENT

In-Wall
(Greenfield)

Make a stand
in Brownfield
The Primex PR1500 Allfield Media
Distribution Enclosure is a WiFi
transparent all-in-one new build and
retrofit enclosure that mounts in-wall,
on-wall, or free standing for single or
multifamily applications.

Pair with the range of Primex mounting
systems for versatile component
placement in almost any application.

Mounting Hole Pattern

In-wall, on-wall, or freestanding,
mount the PR1500 almost anywhere.

In Wall-Mount

Universal mounting hole pattern works
with the Primex mounting systems and
a broad range of accessories for easy
component installation.

Install in new builds
with a clean, lowprofile finish.

Wi-Fi Transparent
15x more signal pass-through
than metal alternatives.

Perfect Fit
15” internal height provides the
right balance between component
capacity and enclosure footprint.

15” Internal Height

The unique, patent-pending Smart Lid is
self-aligning and closing with an adjustable
depth and clean aesthetics. With an
internal height of 15”, the PR1500 provides
ample room for multi-play applications
from broadband to smart home
installations.

Versatile

On Wall-Mount
Retrofit Brownfield
applications quickly
and discretely.

Passive Venting
Generous venting ensures
equipment remains within
operating temperatures.

Learn more at: www.primex.com

Free-Standing

Accessories
Optional freestanding mounting
feet, lock kit, and keystone adapter
plates provide versatility.
Patent pending

Smart Starts Here
Patent-pending self-aligning
and closing Smart Lid provides
clean and easy, aestheticallypleasing installation.

Easily centralize multiplay services anywhere
within the premises.

